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I haven't followed Danielle Steel in years. I thought the plot of this novel sounded promising, so I got a copy of the library. Ginny Carter had felt a profound tragedy in her life, and now spends nine months a year in the far countryside helping abused women and children. The more rugged and dangerous, the better. It made him feel like he
was giving back to the world. The fact that her husband had been drinking on the night of the accident, and the loss of their little boy, was consumed by his spirit, and I haven't followed Danielle Steel in years. I thought the plot of this novel sounded promising, so I got a copy of the library. Ginny Carter had felt a profound tragedy in her life,
and now spends nine months a year in the far countryside helping abused women and children. The more rugged and dangerous, the better. It made him feel like he was giving back to the world. The fact that her husband had been drinking on the night of the accident, and the loss of their little boy, was consumed in her spirit, and she
bore the guilt of being a survivor. Leaving his lucrative job, selling everything he owned and becoming a nomad was now the new normal for him. It filled his time, and he helped people , but he liked to stop it all. That's when he meets 13-year-old Blue Williams. He's cold, dirty and orphaned on the streets. This book was really good. It
covers many subjects. Rape, torture, disease and poverty in a foreign country, as well as a danger to those who go there to help. It also covers the harassment of children of Catholic priests and how the Church tries to hide and move these priests, despite saying they should be in court. It's a wonderful book about renewal, power and the
healing power of trust and love. It shows that one strong woman standing in the abyss can change the world around her and even find the hope and acceptance for herself. I also loved Andrew and the other supporting characters in the book. I don't like her sister, I don't like her husband, but their kids seemed over it. Family can be the
ones you choose, not the ones you start with. I felt ginny never stopped fighting and walked the extra mile for a lot of people. His attitude, no prisoners, when it came to being more helpless than himself, was inspiring. That's a great story. Pick this up..... ... Show more Show 1-50 of 366 Danielle Steel Average rating 3.90 · 942,322 reviews
· 52,576 reviews · suspended 1,941,792 times Showing 30 separate works. « previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 next » Safe Harbour by 4.07 avg rating — 20,345 ratings — published 2003 — 71 editions Sisters by 3.. 86 avg rating — 18,562 ratings – published 2007 – 66 editions The Gift by 3.93 avg rating — 15,922 ratings – published 198 6 – 67
editions Kaleidoscope by 3.92 avg rating — 13,998 ratings — published 1987 — 54 editions Zoya by 3.98 avg rating — 54 editions Zoya by 3.98 avg rating — 54 editions Zoya by 3.98 avg rating — 54 editions 13 katsojalukua – julkaistu 1988 – 76 painosta Accident by 3.97 avg rating — 13,236 ratings – published 1994 – 63 editions Fine
Things mukaan 3.96 avg luokitus — 12,987 12,987 — published in 1987 — 58 editions of The Promise by 3.96 avg rating — 12,827 ratings — released 1977 — 51 editions The Ring by really liked it 4.00 avg rating — 12,111 ratings – published 1980 – 50 editions Blue by 4.15 avg rating — 11,249 ratings – published 2016 — 41 editions
Big Girl by 3.56 avg rating — 12,299 ratings — published 2010 — 60 editions Jewels by 3.96 avg rating — 10,000 1955 ratings – released 1992 – 66 editions Message from Nam 4.07 avg rating — 10,467 ratings – published 1990 – 43 editions Friends Forever by 3.67 avg rating — 10,940 ratings – published 2012 – 50 editions The
Apartment by 3.87 avg rating — 9,936 ratings – published 2 From 6 to 47 editions Malice by 3.96 avg rating — 9,537 ratings – published 1996 — 61 editions Echoes by 4.04 avg rating — 9.3 out of 28 reviews – published in 2004 – 62 editions no Greater Love by 3.98 avg rating — 9,359 ratings – published 1985 – 65 editions by Duchess
at By 4.02 avg rating — 9,066 ratings – published 2017 – 31 editions The Mistress by 3.85 avg rating — 9,364 ratings – published 2017 – 42 editions Of Long Road Home by really liked it 4.00 avg rating — 8,985 ratings — published 1998 — 70 editions The Right Time by 4.21 avg rating — 70 editions The Right Time by 4.21 avg rating —
70 editions 8,479 ratings – released 2017 – 2 8 edition 44 Charles Street by 3.71 avg rating — 9,581 ratings – published 2006 – 11 edition s Palomino by 3.86 avg rating — 9,180 ratings – published 1981 – 47 editions Country by 4.05 avg rating — 8,504 ratings – published 2015 – 39 editions Daddy by 3.83 avg rating — 8,952 ratings –
released from 1979 – 68 editions Star by 3.81 avg rating — 8,861 ratings – published 1989 – 52 editions Accidental Heroes by 4.09 avg rating — 8,250 ratings — published 2018 — 2018 24 editions The House on Hope Street by 3.88 avg rating — 8.595 ratings – published 2000 – 66 editions Family Album by 3.90 avg rating — 8,304
ratings – published 1985 – 54 editions « previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 next » * Note : here are all the goodreads books for this author. To add books, click here. Your favorite Danielle Steel book. The book's overall score is based on a number of factors, including the number of people who voted for it and how high these voters placed the book.
You must have a goodreads account to vote for. If you want to vote on existing books from the list, next to each book is a link vote on this book by clicking on it to add the book to your vote. If you want to vote on books that aren't listed or books you couldn't find in the list, you can click the tab Add books to this list, and then select your
book or simply search. Danielle Steele's Dark Side is a delacorte press release in 2019. This book is a small departure for Danielle Steele. The title gives readers a fair warning that this book might address some distressing subject, and the emotions expressed are not the same as those that emerged, may feel when reading most of its
other books. The story revolves around Zoe Morgan, a woman who suffers a sad, tragic childhood but still manages to succeed, eventually eventually Love and getting married. Danielle Steele's Alt The Dark Side is published by Delacorte Press in 2019. This book is a small departure for Danielle Steele. The title gives readers a fair
warning that this book might address some distressing subject, and the emotions that have been brought up are not the same as those you might feel when reading most of your other books. The story revolves around Zoe Morgan, a woman who endures a sad, tragic childhood but still manages to succeed, eventually finding love and
getting married. Although Zoe and her husband Austin had trouble conceiving, they eventually welcomed a beautiful baby girl. But the ghost of Zoe's past penetrates her intentions to be the perfect mother.... There's not much you can say about this book without revealing too much about the plot. I say that for those who know popular
crime shows or who read crime fiction regularly, nothing in this novel is going to come as a big shock - and you're likely to catch up on where the plot is going very early on. That's why the story was very predictable to me, the main tension factor was the fear that the character's slow dawn will come too late. Nevertheless, the book is
compulsively legible, and despite its shortness, I had no trouble reading it in one sitting. I felt the book had been rushed through and the writing didn't match Steele's usual quality. This book covers the soil I am familiar with, as it was a hot topic for, for example, Law &amp; Order and thriller/thriller/thriller novels, especially in the late 1990s
and early 2000s. However, this particular topic seems to be growing again and more regularly. This is the third book I've read in the last year with a similar plot. However, the subject is absolutely fascinating and often makes me feel conflicted. I felt sudden and horrified, but I also found that the circumstances of this novel made me look
more difficult at the psychology of the issue at hand. All in all, this book is effective and thenious, thought-provoking and sad, although I wasn't as shocked by it as other readers might be. The material is not new to me, but nevertheless it was a compelling enough story, and I'm still glad I read it. However, it did not satisfy my lusts for
steele's traditional story. I'm going to go pick another one of his books, maybe a parent, this time. 3.5 stars ... More... More
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